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Abstract 
As more and more companies have been applied CRM (Customer Relationship Management) 
system, It become easily to capture customer information as leveraging technique support. But 
meanwhile, due to rapid growth and some process issues, the customer data quality is not as 
good as people’s expectation or even worse in most organizations. For this point, more and 
more business begin to change their focus on customer data quality and think about how to 
improve and keep it, which becomes high priority in executive strategy. As a direct model’s 
company, Dell, with its’ special business model, it stores thousands of customer data, but 
same as mentioned above, the data quality is not all good. The bad data, like incomplete 
customer address, invalid contact name, undeliverable mailing address, etc. Allis taking a big 
impact on current operation process, cause into cost, or make wrong sales and marketing 
direction, which is worst. So, in this thesis, it will be used “Dell” as a real case to provide a 
customer data quality solution which is focus on new customer data (New customer data 
standards & New customer data management consolidation) and also discuss how to leverage 
this solution to improve and keep new customer data with high quality, provide positive 
support to company strategy development. This solution can be reference or copied used to 
similar corporation which own large customer volume. One highlight is, with this solution, it’s 
not only purpose to improve customer data quality, but also optimize process, make it more 
efficiency, cost saving, better customer utilizing and analyzing, prepare and contribute for 
deeper business intelligence for future state. 
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